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PHSC Award-winning Katie Addleman:
PHOTOGRAPH BY MARCOS ARMSTRONG

Process of Selection:
Édouard Baldus, The
New Louvre Commission
Photographs

Katie Addleman, winner of PHSC's 2013 PPCM
Katie Addleman
Thesis award, will be presenting this month
from her paper Process of Selection: Édouard Baldus, The New Louvre
Commission Photographs, and Palais du Louvre et des Tuileries.
Katie Addleman is a PhD student in the University of Toronto’s Department
of Art. She has assisted with several major exhibitions including Félix
Thiollier: Photographies (Musée d’Orsay, Paris, 2012) and Charles
Marville: Photographer of Paris (National Gallery of Art, Washington,
D.C., 2013). In 2013 she won a Western Magazine Award (Gold Award)
for her writing on the visual arts, which appears regularly in Canadian Art,
Border Crossings, and ELLE Canada. Katie holds an MA in Photographic
Preservation and Collections Management from Ryerson University.
PHSC monthly meetings are in the Gold Room,
(basement) of the North York Central Library,
at 5120 Yonge Street. Inside access from the North York
Centre TTC Subway stop and plenty of underground parking.

NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT
BARGAIN FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS,
FAIRS, AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY
$35.00. JOIN UP ON THE WEB AT
WWW.PHSC.CA - PAYPAL ACCEPTED

PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC at info@phsc.ca

Programming Schedule:
February 19, 2014
-Katie Addleman talks on 19th
century French photographer
Édouard Baldus
March 19, 2014
-Meredith Reddy speaking on
“Haunted Mediums: Photographs
of Supernatural Phenomena, 1880
- 1930”

Offer your suggestions and
fresh ideas for programs
at info@phsc.ca.

PHSC General Consignment

DON’T MISS ANY OF THE 10 INTERESTING PROGRAMS FOR THIS
YEAR.

AUCTION

Sunday,
MARCH 23, 2014

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION #101
3850 LAKESHORE BLVD. WEST, TORONTO

35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT

REGISTRATION 8:30–10.00 AM
VIEWING 10.00–11:00 AM
AUCTION STARTS 11:00 AM
All Sellers Welcome!

FOR PROGRAM UPDATES

www.phsc.ca

o ur E - mail ad d r e ss i s

info@phsc.ca

FREE ADMISSION - FREE PARKING
PUBLIC WELCOME
Next to GO Long Branch and TTC
Long Branch Loop

Robert A. Carter – Webmaster
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Toronto Notes 							 Reported by Mark Singer		
Blake Chorley and Modern Tintypes

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT LANSDALE & ROBERT CARTER

matching his Eastman 2D
to the wet plates. His
teacher, John Coffer sold
him a second physically
larger 13 inch wide-angle
brass lens.
The two remaining
essentials were a sturdy
tripod and a suitable
portable darkroom. Blake
built his own wooden tripod,
based on an Eastman
design that looks huge
compared
to
today's
tripods.
Blake
also
constructed
a
"fairly
portable"
darkroom
structure which folded up
and fit in the back of his
truck.
Blake set off on his
Alberta wet-plate adventure
driving a 4 x 4 pick-up
Mr. Chorley with images and camera, and
loaded with chemicals,
portable darkroom lurking behind
supplies, equipment and
camping gear. He planned
major floods in Alberta. Many of
to live under the stars while in the his chosen locations were
Rockies. Traveling through the significantly altered or impassible.
states to save time and fuel had its Worse, rains continued for the first
own challenges. Today, some of two weeks of his adventure, hardly
the chemicals used in the wet good weather for landscape
plate process are considered photography using a camera from
“controlled substances” as they the first half of the 20th century.
can potentially be used in bomb- New locations had to be scouted
making. Blake was pulled over at out in place of his flooded out
one border crossing for a choices.
secondary inspection. Fortunately
For the whole two months,
the chemicals had been stored up Blake camped in a tent, "off the
near the truck cab and the grid," cooking over an open fire
inspectors lost interest in their with few conveniences and more
search after moving some heavy or less left to his own resources.
gear around. They were, however, Wildlife was a potential problem
keenly interested in his scales, with animals, from ground squirrels
never having heard of them being to grizzly bears visiting his camp-used for photography. Perhaps he kept his bear spray close at
they suspected more illicit uses.
hand, along with an all-purpose
Arriving in Banff, Blake started buck knife. At about half of his
searching for the locations he had shooting locations, he saw bears
scouted out on previous trips. of one or the other of two western
Unfortunately, the year 2013 saw species.
PHOTOGRAPH BY ROBERT LANSDALE

January’s meeting started off
the 40th Anniversary of the PHSC
with a perfect topic - wet plate
photography. Blake Chorley
has always liked landscape
photography. Blake lived in Alberta
for a number of years where he
“fell in love” with the vast vistas of
the Wild Rose province. He went
back last summer and took 11 x
14 landscape tintypes of the Rockies
using an old view camera. Blake is
a commercial photographer in
Toronto were he spends most of
his time indoors.
He discovered wet plates after
making a series of prints using a
dry plate process. Wet plate
photography was a process
popular between 1851 to the
1870s when dry plate photography
took its place. Blake learned the
wet plate process by consulting
library books. Initial trial and error
efforts led to his apprenticeship
with
another
photographer,
followed by a workshop with John
Coffer.
Before he could embark on his
summer adventure, Blake needed
to find the right camera. He tried a
5 x 7 Deardorff but decided he
had to “go big or go home."
After fruitless searching, he
commissioned a camera maker to
build one for him, but was shocked
to learn the maker was moving
and wouldn't be able to have
Blake's camera ready until
September - too late for his
planned summer vacation. Once
again desperately seeking an 11 x
14, he finally found an old Eastman
2D owned by our vice-president
John Kantymir who had picked it
up the very day Blake called. John
sold him the camera and a small
10 inch wide-angle brass lens.
Blake’s camera maker did have
time to make the custom back
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continues next page

Toronto Notes - continued						Reported by Mark Singer		
Some desirable locations were
miles from the closest parking and
transporting gear would have
required many trips. On average, it
took five trips to carry all the gear
(over 500 pounds of gear plus
another couple hundred pounds of
clean water.) Wisely, his first tintype
was a trial exposure taken very
close to his truck. Blake soon
realized mountain conditions were
much different than back in Ontario

PHOTOGRAPH BY ROBERT LANSDALE

Blake reported having taken
close to 150-200 images over the
summer, of which only 60 shots on
wet-plate media turned out, with
just a fraction of those being
what Blake considered good
photographs. In today's digital era,
a photographer can easily take
hundreds of images in one brief
outing of an hour or less!
The tintype process uses metal
or glass plates as a medium.
Modern metal plates are ready to
use once the plastic fillm over them
is peeled away. Glass plates must
first be polished before they are
ready to go, but can be used as
negatives for contact printing or as
a positive if bleached and backed
with a black background material.
Before a plate can be used in the
camera, collodion must be applied.
At most, the syrupy collodion stays
wet for only ten minutes. Once
coated, the plate is sensitized in a
bath of silver nitrate, then mounted
in the plate holder and rushed to
the camera still wet, to take the
picture, and then back to the
darkroom, where developer is
poured on the explosed, still wet
plate. During development the
plate is continuously rocked gently
until the image appears. The
developed plate is then rinsed in
water to stop the development
process. A ruby red window in
Blake's darkroom gave him enough
visibility to see the emerging image
since wet plates are insensitive to
the red spectrum. The plates are
light safe once developed and
washed. A potassium cyanide
solution served as fixer and bleach.
The image resembles a photo
negative at first but turns positive
when the dark tones are bleached
by the fixer. When the image looks
good, the plate is taken out of the
fixer and given a final water wash.
The amount of gear required
restricted where he could shoot.

Blake Chorley and two very large
tintypes

and that his chemicals behaved
differently too, with variations of
altitude, wind and humidity. As a
result, some of his tried and true
chemical
formulae
required
re-adjustment.
Blake faced many other
challenges too: getting a consistent,
clean water supply was difficult.
Bugs fell into the chemicals when
he mixed fresh batches at his
campsite picnic table. Fellow
campers suspected he was making
illegal drugs (he learned to inform
park rangers at each camp site).
Banff's Moraine Lake was one of
the most difficult shooting
locations. He had to move his
camera over large boulders to get
the field of vew he wanted. Tourists
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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got in the way. And animals.
The wet-plate process is
sensitive to UV light, which the
human eye cannot see, making
some colours blend together. Light
and shadow were crucial factors in
scheduling, prompting mostly early
morning shoots. Since it was high
tourist season, Blake often had to
wait hours to get unpopulated
landscape shots. In fact he himself
tended to become a tourist
attraction - people asked what he
was doing, wanted him to explain
the process, or to take his picture
standing next to his big wet-plate
camera. In some locations, after he
had to set up his camera far from
his darkroom, he would make an
exposure, then run to the darkroom
to ready another plate, only to
return to find his camera settings
had been fiddled with, ruining the
plate.
While en route to Waterton
Lakes National Park from Jasper
National Park, catastrophe struck!
A buckle on one strap that kept the
portable darkroom on the back of
his truck broke, sending the whole
device smashing down on to the
roadway and scattering glass,
bottles and photography gear all
along the highway in a big mess.
Fortunately he knew some people
in the area and made emergency
calls for help. As a result he was
able to repair his darkroom and
continue to final park of his trip.
To wrap up his talk, Blake
showed a few of his best mammoth
tintypes. He said the experience
gained on his Alberta adventures
will help when he goes to Algonquin
Park this summer. Also in the
future is a series of tintypes from
every province, to celebrate the
150th anniversary of Canadian
Confederation in 2017.
A fascinating adventure with a
modern take on an old photographic
process.

Message from the President:
Welcome to PHSC's 40th
Anniversary Year
This year marks
our 40th Anniversary and
lots of excitMark Singer
ing events are
planned to celebrate four decades
of success! The fact that a club
dedicated to photographic history has thrived for 40 years testifies as much to the hard work
and dedication of the individuals
involved as to the enduring popularity of photography. An understanding of the past is what best
equips us to interpret the stunning
changes continually happening in
the world of photography. We
hope you will be able to take part
in the many special and regular

PHSC activities during 2014.
We would also like to introduce you to our official 40th
Anniversay logo. You’ll see it
as part of our literature during
the ensuing year.
Our 2014 events start with the
classic Consignment Auction
on March 23. A very special
Image Symposium on April 26
at the AGO to mark our 40th
is followed by our 2nd Image
Show on April 27. A big new venture for us is a month-long display
and special programs at historic
Campbell House in Toronto during
May, as a Featured Exhibition at
the Scotiabank CONTACT Photography Festival. This event will

from the Past 40 Years

include PHSC's 40th Anniversary
party! Not to be missed is our regular BIG Photographica Fair, May
25 at the Soccer Centre.
For more info on these and other
events watch this newsletter or
check out phsc.ca.

PHSC Display at the Canadian National Exhibition

Bob Carter reminisces:
CNE1980(?), my daughter Cher behind the display
cases. Jack Addison was heavily involved in CNE
affairs and a Kodak collector, hence the 1880-1980
posters we had on loan. As to the CNE, we had a tough
time manning the booth every day while the CNE
was open. The CNE insisted all booths be manned
throughout the CNE making things very hard on volunteer organizations like ours. Then around 1984 or
1985 the CNE went under new management who decided to CHARGE everyone a fee to participate and
we dropped out, never to return to the CNE.

Cover for the first issue of our printed
journal, Photographica Canadiana
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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IT’S IN THE MAIL....
HIC
PHOTOGRAP
CANADIANA
2014
Feb.– Mar.– Apr.

PHOTOGRAPHS

BY STAN WHITE

ber 4
Volume 39 Num

North Pole, Peary ordered [Newfoundlander] Robert Bartlett to turn back and be in charge of the
fourth returning support team. It was a bitter disappointment as Bartlett had fully expected to go
all the way to the Pole. In a New York Herald account
he later said: '... I got up early the next morning
while the rest were asleep and started north alone.'”

The
newest
issue
of
Photographic Canadiana Vol.
39-4 is in the mail and will be
delivered to our PHSC members.
We’ve much to praise about
our latest 20 page tome which
seeks out stories of special
interest to Canadians.

“The team from the Antarctic Heritage Trust
(NZ) discovered the frozen
box [of negatives] in a corner
of one of the many supply depots Robert Falcon Scott established for his doomed Terre
Nova Expedition to the South
Pole (1910-1913). Though Scott
reached the Pole, he
and his party died
of
starvation
and
the extreme cold on
their return trip.”

This issue has as its feature
several articles on photography during expeditions to the
Arctic and Antarctic. We’ll tempt you with some quotes
from the articles:
A COLLECTION

RAPHIC
THE PHOTOG

S
OF ZOOM CAMERA

HISTORICAL

CANADA
SOCIETY OF

“The story is well covered in the book Endurance: Shackleton’s Legendary Antarctic Expedition.
More than 150 photographs in the book were taken by crew member Frank Hurley, an Australian
post card photographer who had previously visited Antarctica in 1911. Images were rescued from
the sinking Endurance by Hurley, who plunged
into icy water to grab the plate-glass negatives. “

We’ve got other stories
too such as John
Katymir’s Minox Riga
camera and Stan White’s Zoom cameras. Toronto
Notes reports on our monthly meetings and the Show
‘N Tell Nite is one of members’ favorites. It only costs
$35 to join the PHSC and get 4 issues per year of
Photographic Canadiana. Download a PHSC mem-

“but a dexterous application of the ether bottle to the olfactories of the foremost one [sled
dog] dispersed the marauders, and Etching then
cautiously withdrew his head from the shelter,”
“On the final stage of the journey toward the

bership application from our web site phsc.ca

The PHSC Press

Now Available! from

Secure The Shadow

The Life of Benjamin Franklin Baltzly
life: his early and somewhat sinister years in the USA;
time spent in Canada before and after Notman; and his
decline and death back home in the States.
Most of the material is newly
released and sheds light on this
interesting and innovative practitioner of the art of the photograph from the days when it
took more than money to succeed in this business.
The book is in full colour and
profusely illustrated. 75 pages,
soft cover. $45.00. Copies may
be ordered via press@phsc.ca.
The book can be picked up at a
Robert Wilson
local meeting or mailed to the
Photo: R. Lansdale
purchaser for a small extra fee.

Secure the Shadow, by Robert G.
Wilson is the exciting and colourful
story of late 19th
century photographer Benjamin
Baltzly.
Baltzly
was
especially
successful as a
working photographer for the Montreal studio of William
Notman. His trip to the wilds of British Columbia in
1871 on behalf of Notman is well documented in earlier books but there is little published of his life outside
that window.
Dr. Wilson for the first time delves into Baltzly’s
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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New Photo Links: Items of Photographic Interest
compiled by Louise Freyburger. Descriptions from the respective websites.
Royal Photographic Society
Journal Archive:
A freely available, fully searchable,
digital archive of the RPS Journal
from 1853 to 2012. An unrivalled
wealth of photographic history at
your fingertips.
The RPS Journal first appeared in
March 1853 and it has been published continuously ever since. The
Journal is the world’s oldest photographic periodical and has reported Society activities as well as
general events in the wider world
of photography.
Through the generosity of a member and the support of the National
Media Museum, Bradford, The
Society has been able to digitise
the entire run of the Journal from
1853 to 2012 over 30,000 pages.

Fully searchable this is a major
resource for photo-historians,
genealogists and Society members.
About the RPS Journal Archive:
http://www.rps.org/publications/
journal-archive
Search RPS Journal Archive: http://
archive.rps.org/
Browse RPS Journal Archive:
http://archive.rps.org/archive
Getty Publications Virtual Library:
The Getty Museum has released
their back-listed publications
online.
Search results for “photography”

from the Getty Publications archive:
http://www.getty.edu/Search/Virtu
alLibrary?title&author&qt&imprint&
type&subject=phtg&series
Free digital backlist titles from the
Getty Publications archive: http://
www.getty.edu/publications/virtuallibrary/index.html
Getty Publications homepage:
http://www.getty.edu/publications/
And also: Getty Museum’s The
Atlas of Analytical Signatures of
Photographic Processes by Dusan
Stulik and Art Kaplan, 2013: …
intended for…anyone responsible
for the care of photograph collections. Its purpose is to aid in the
formulation of analytical questions
related to a particular photograph
and to assist scientists unfamiliar
with analysis of photographs when
interpreting analytical data. The
Atlas contains interpretation guides
with identification of overlaps of
spectral peaks and warnings of
potential misidentification or misinterpretation of analytical results.
Additional photograph processes
will be added as research becomes
available.
On-line: The Atlas of Analytical
Signatures
of
Photographic
Processes:
http://www.getty.
edu/.../publ.../pdf_publications/
atlas.html
George Eastman House’s Tumblr
DODGE AND BURN:
DODGE AND BURN is a Tumblr for
George
Eastman
House,
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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International
Museum
of
Photography and Film.
Eastman House is the world’s oldest museum of photography and
film and houses one of the largest
motion picture archives.
For all things photography and film
visit the official Eastman House
• DODGE AND BURN: http://eastmanhouse.tumblr.com/
• BLOG:
http://blog.eastmanhouse.org/
• INSTAGRAM: http://instagram.
com/eastmanhouse#
• TWITTER: https://twitter.com/
EastmanHouse
• FACEBOOK: https://www.faceb o o k . c o m /
georgeeastmanhouse?fref=ts
British Pathé archive of footage
and stills (90,000 Historic Clips):
British Pathé is one of the oldest
media companies in the world.
Their roots lie in 1890s Paris where
their founder, Charles Pathé, pioneered the development of the
moving image. They were established in London in 1902, and by
1910 were producing their famous
bi-weekly newsreel the Pathé
Gazette. After the First World War
they started producing various
Cinemagazines as well. By 1930
they were producing the Gazette,
the Pathetone Weekly, the Pathé
Pictorial and Eve’s Film Review,
covering entertainment, culture
and women’s issues. By the time
Pathé finally stopped producing
the cinema newsreel in 1970 they
had accumulated 3500 hours of
filmed history amounting to over
90,000 individual items. Over the
last 30 years this material has been
used extensively around the world
in television programmes, home
videos, advertisements, corporate
productions and, most recently, in
continues next page

Links of Interest (continued)

Gerry Loban April 28, 1931 – January 12, 2014

web publishing. Whereas all professional usages still require a licence
fee we are delighted to be able to
offer free “preview” facilities on this
site.

Search results for “Toronto”(133
items): http://www.britishpathe.com/
search/query/toronto
British Pathé Archives, including
Cinemagazines, Documentaries,
Newsreels, and WW1 - The Definitive
Collection: http://www.britishpathe.
com/
Mike Ware’s Cyanotype book text
offered for FREE download
(UNILLUSTRATED!)
According to author Mike Ware, “The
first monograph on *Cyanotype* was
published by the Science Museum
of London in 1999, but has long
been totally out of print, and only
accessible as a digitized part-version
online at Google Books. My book
was devoted to the study of photographic printing in Prussian blue,
engaging with its history, aesthetics,
practice, conservation and chemistry. Now, in response to kind
requests, I have substantially restructured this text in a revised and
extended edition that I intend to
make freely available as a download
from the World Wide Web as a 5.3
MB pdf.”
Unillustrated text of Mike Ware’s
new, revised and extended edition of
Cyanotype: the history, science and
art of photographic printing in
Prussian blue: http://bit.ly/1fnRJMx

We are saddened to report the death of
Gerald Loban who served 37 years on the
PHSC Executive Committee. Gerry joined
in 1977 as member number 0150. He and
wife Pauline were Co-Chairmen of the
10th Photographica Fair of 1984.
After the fair, Gerry became the PHSC
Librarian on the 1985-87 executive, a position he held until 2013. He often had a
table at the PHSC fairs and gave a number of lecture presentations to members
of the Society including: Julia Margaret
Cameron’s Photographs, A History of Portraiture, Old Time Photo Studio, and The
Leica. He was to be our featured speaker
for February 2014 on The Minox Camera.

Daguerreian Society 2014 Call for Papers
The Daguerreian Society (Daguerre.org) is offering a call for
original papers that address and
advance the understanding and
appreciation of the Daguerreian
era (ca 1830 – 1870) in relation
to the art, history, social impact,
collection, and practice of the
daguerreotype and the other
photographic processes of this
period. Authors are responsible
for securing all necessary rights
and releases of images used as
illustrations, and grant permission for one-time print publication and for future electronic access. Papers of up to 30 pages
(~8,000 words) are requested for
peer review by Keith F. Davis,
Senior Curator of Photography at
the Nelson-Atkins Museum, and
by the publication committee.
The winners will be published in
the Daguerreian Society Annual.

•

Submission of completed
manuscript with illustrations
by June 1, 2014

•

Review Process and notification of selection by July 15,
2014

Timeline:

Jeremy Rowe
asu.edu

•

Submission of a 300-word
abstract by March 1, 2014

•

Review and notification by
April 1, 2014
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The Society will recognize the
best submission as selected
by the review committee with
a $1,000 award, and the best
graduate student or new author
submission with a $500 award.
Each will receive complimentary
registration to the 2014 Daguerreian Society Symposium in Austin, Texas.
Submissions:
Send electronic submission to:
Diane Filippi diane_dagsoc@
comcast.net
Questions:
Please contact
Jeremy.rowe@

Please include in the subject line:
Submission for 2014 Daguerreian Society Call for Papers

PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

PHSC ANNUAL AUCTION
SUNDAY, MARCH 23rd, 2014

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION #101, 3850 LAKESHORE BLVD. WEST
LOCATED END OF LAKESHORE TTC STREET CAR RUN TO LONG BRANCH TERMINAL
OR TAKE THE GO-TRAIN STATION TO LONG BRANCH STATION (IMMEDIATELY HANDY)

REGISTRATION 8:30–10.00 AM – VIEWING 10.00–11:00 AM

BIDDING STARTS 11:00 AM – limited to 250 lots

Consignors are requested to bring in quality items to be auctioned.
Material will be critiqued for acceptability at the door.
FORMAT SAME AS PREVIOUS AUCTIONS

A 5% BUYER’S PREMIUM WILL APPLY
CASH or known CHEQUE will be accepted as payment for auction items.
Sorry – no provision for credit card payments.

Registration starts 8:30 AM - Bidding starts 11:00 AM

FREE ADMISSION – PUBLIC WELCOME

PHOTOGRAPH BY FELIX RUSSO

For update information check: www.phsc.ca/auction.html
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FROM THE NET
CNET brings us up-to-date
on cameras and things.
Researchers at Virginia Tech
are developing what amounts to
fuel cells, but with a sugar solution
rather than hydrogen. Other
attempts at sugar batteries have
been made, but this one has an
energy density that blows other
versions out of the water. That
means it can run for a much longer
time before refueling is necessary.

At its most basic level, the battery combines maltodextrin with
air, which results in electricity and
water byproducts. The innovation
here centers around Zhang’s use
of enzymes. It may become a staple in electronic devices within just
a few years, if development goes
according to schedule. It has the
potential to keep a considerable
amount of battery waste out of
landfills. How sweet that would be.

Inspired by the natural structures of seashells, a team of
researchers at McGill University
have found a way to toughen glass
so that it doesn’t break. Instead it
simply becomes slightly deformed
when dropped. Mollusk shells
have a brittle outer layer but
extremely strong and tough inner
layer that is coated with nacre, or

by Robert Lansdale

mother-of-pearl.
Professor
François Barthelat and his team
examined nacre’s interior fragile
boundaries and compared its
structure to miniature Lego blocks.
He explained that they were able
to prevent glass from shattering
by using lasers to carve boundaries similar to nacre’s (networks of
wavy micro-cracks) into glass
slides. This process absorbs the
energy from impact made to the
slides, and reportedly makes these
glass slides 200 times stronger
than untreated slides.
The Nikon D3300 may well be
the first entry-level dSLR to feature a 24.2-megapixel image sensor without an optical low-pass
filter. This allows the D3300 to
capture the sharpest photos with
better details in its class.

Overall performance is also
enhanced through a tweaked
EXPEED 4 engine, which is said to
provide much better noise reduction, full-HD video-recording at a
faster frame rate of 60fps and a
marginally higher 5fps continuous
shooting speed. Completing the
package is a newly developed
18-55mm F/3.5-5.6 kit lens. At 124
x 98 x 75.5mm, the body of the
D3300 is slightly smaller than the
D3200. A fully loaded D3300 (with
a battery and a memory card)
weighs just 460g or 9 percent lighter.
Olympus has announced new
models of which the more interesting is the SP-100EE, a bridge
camera that has a 50X zoom lens
(24-1200mm). In addition to features like an electronic viewfinder
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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and advanced controls, the
SP100EE has a built-in dot sight,
seen through a translucent mirror
above the viewfinder, to help you
keep track of subjects. This helps
when you are tracking a faraway
subject that may be moving, especially when the lens is zoomed in.
The SP-100EE will be available in
April. Price not been announced
but as an estimate, the SP-100EE

will retail in the U.S. for US$400.
Nikon announced five new
compact cameras which include
the company’s latest mega-zoom
shooters featuring a newly developed Dynamic Fine Zoom technology. Unlike the conventional digital zoom function, which basically
extrapolates an image resulting in
poor visuals, Dynamic Fine Zoom
has the ability to retain the original
picture quality through a special
algorithm. The Coolpix L830 and
the S6700 are equipped with
Dynamic Fine Zoom. The S2800
and L29 and L330 share common
features, such as a 720p video
recording capability.
Our thanks to CNET-Asia available at http://asia.cnet.com/

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR 2014
January to Dec. 2014, George Eastman House in
Rochester, N.Y. series of workshops dealing with
historic photographic processes.
Digital Negative Making:
February 2014
Ambrotypes: March 3 & 4 2014
Tintypes: March 6 & 7, 2014
Handmade Gelatin Photo Paper:
March 2014
Collodion Chloride Printing: April
7 to 9, 2014
Daguerreotypes: April 22 to 25,
2014
23 workshops to choose from. Check out: www.
eastmanhouse.org/events/Photo_Workshops.php
February 23, 2014,Chicago Camera Show & Sale
Holiday Inn-Rolling Meadows, 10-3, Admission $6
March 16, 2014, 31st Annual D.C. Antique Photo
and Postcard Shows, Tom
Rall, Show Manager,
Diverse Markets Managem’t,
1101 N. Kentucky St.
Arlington, VA 22205,
703-534-8220
Sunday March 23, 2014, PHSC Spring Auction
Canadian Legion #101 3850 Lakeshore Blvd. West
Toronto, Ont. M8W 1R3, free entry, bring money.
Sunday March 23, 2014,
Michigan PHS Camera Show,
Royal Oak Elks Lodge 2401
E. Fourth Street Royal Oak,
MI. 10:00AM to 3:00PM,
admission $6.00
Sunday March 30, 2014, Camerama Photo Show
Days Hotel & Conf. Centre, 185 Yorkland Blvd.,
Toronto, 10 AM to 3 PM, Admission: $7.00 per
person
Sunday, April 6, 2014, 53rd Montreal Camera
Show, Holiday Inn Pointe-Claire,
6700 Trans Canada Hwy, Pointe-Claire. Quebec
10 AM to 3 PM, Admission: $7.00 per person
April 10-13, 2014, AIPAD Photography Show
Park Avenue Armory, 643 Park Avenue, NY
80 world’s leading photography art galleries
http://www.aipad.com/?page=PhotographyShow
April 11-12, 2014, New York Photo Show &
Sale 19th - 21st Century Photographic Images,
Lighthouse Conference Center, 111 E 59th Street,
New York, www.usphotoshows.com/index.html
Saturday, April 12, and Sunday April 13, 2014,
Photographica 81, Americal Civic Center,
467 Main St, Wakefield MA 01880, starts 9:00am
Saturday, April 26, 2014, PHSC Anniversary
Symposium & Image Show, Art Gallery of Ontario,
Toronto. Four lectures
THE PHSC E-MAIL

Sunday, April 27, 2014, PHSC Image Show Sale,
Canadian Legion #101 3850 Lakeshore Blvd. West
Toronto, Ont. M8W 1R3, free entry.
April 27, 2014, Vancouver Camera Show & Swap
Cameron Rec’n C’tre, Burnaby, (Vancouver) B.C.
May 2014, CONTACT 2014, PHSC Stereo Exhibit
Campbell House, University & Queen Sts., Toronto,
Stereo portraits, lectures, film and exhibit.
see schedule of events www.phsc.ca
May 9, 2014, Photo Educators Forum
Ryerson University, Toronto
May 13-18, 2014, Brimfield Antique Show
Five days of antique hunting at Brimfield,
Massachusetts, outdoor show with 5000 dealers
May 16, 2014, The Washington DC Image Show
May 16 & 17, 2014, Ohio Camera Collector’s Soc’y
Auction, May 16 and Fair, May 17, 2014.
Sunday, May 25, 2014, PHSC Spring Fair,

Soccer C’tre, 7601 Martin Grove Rd., Woodbridge.
10:00AM to 3:00PM, entry fee $7.00
May 29-June 1, 2014, F295 Symposium:
Photography Beyond Technique, Wyndham
Pittsburgh University Center Pittsburgh PA US
June 7 & 8, 2014, Bievres International Photofair,
Bievres, France, best European collectors fair
Sunday, July 2014, PHSC Trunk Sale
July 8–14, 2014, 40th Annual National
Stereoscopic Assoc. Convention and Trade
Show, Murfreesboro, Texas
September 25–28, 2014, Daguerreian Symposium
Austin, Texas – Symposium and Trade Show
October 10-12, 2014, PhotoHistory XVI
George Eastman House in Rochester, New York
Three days of lectures, reception and trade show.
Sunday, October (tbd), 2014, PHSC Fall Fair,
Soccer Centre, 7601 Martin Grove Rd.,
Woodbridge, Ontario.
10:00AM to 3:00PM, entry fee $7.00
Sunday October (tbd), 2014, Michigan PHS
Photographica Show & Sale, Royal Oak Elks
Lodge 2401 E. Fourth Street Royal Oak, MI.
10;00AM to 3:00PM, admission $6.00
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

≈
≈
LOOKING
at
CANADA
~LOOKING at CANADA~

e Photographic Historical Society of Canada presents…

APRIL 26TH 2014
&
APRIL 27TH, 2014

A Photographic
Historical Society
of Canada Anniversary
Symposium
and Sho
PHSC
40th Anniversary
Symposium
& 2nd Annual
Image
Image
Show.
A BillMemorial
Belier Memorial
Event
A Bill
Belier
Event

Celebrating 40 years of research and photographic education in Canada,

Celebrating
40 years
of history,
research
and photographic
education
in Canada,
the Photographic
Historical
Society presents
a Symposium
and Image Show
that will highlight
several the
aspects
of CanadianSociety
photographic
history, including
newaresearch
on photographers
in sever
hotographic
Historical
of Canada
presents
Symposium
that willworking
highlight
Canada,
contemporary
photographers
working
with
historic
processes
and
how
photography
has
ects of Canadian photographic history, including new research on photographers workin
shaped Canadian society.
nada, contemporary photographers
working with historic processes and still photograph
cinema.
SPEAKERS INCLUDE

>BLAKE CHORLEY, recounting his travels making mammoth-plate
Speakers
Include…
Tintypes
of the Canadian
Rockies this past summer.
<HARRYhis
ENCHIN
of the
Toronto Moments
Timesuccesses
project,
ke Chorley, recounting
travels,
problem
solvinginand
in making mammoth
speaking about his use of archival images and modern
e Tinytpes of the Canadian
Rockies.
digital photography
of the City of Toronto.

rry Enchin of the<ANDREA
Toronto Moments
Time project,
about
his use of archival ima
KUNARD,in
Associate
Curator ofspeaking
Photographs
at
modern digital photography
of theofcity
of Toronto.
The National Gallery
Canada,
speaks about a recent acquisition
to the Gallery’s National Film Board still photographs.

drea Kunard, Associate >ROBERT
Curator G.
ofWILSON,
Photographs
at The National Gallery of Canada,
unveils his research and publication
aking about a recent acquisition
the
National
Gallery
of National
Film Board still
Secureto
The
Shadow:
The Life
of Benjamin
Franklin Baltzly,
photographer of the unknown British Columbia landscapes.
tographs.

bert G. Wilson,$10
highlighting
his research and publication Secure The Shadow: The Life of
admission fee to Symposium for general public
amin Franklin Baltzly,
photographer
thevalid
thenIDundiscovered
Columbia.
$5afee
for Students of
with
and MembersBritish
of PHSC
Symposium admission includes

Symposium
admission
is $10 for
the Image
general
public,
a complimentary
admission
to the
Show
$5 for students
(with valid
and members
the PHSC!
Otherwise,
$7 admission
fee id)
to Image
Show forof
general
public
Image Show
admission
is
$7
for
the
general
public,
and FREE to students with valid ID
& FREE for students (with valid id).
urchase of symposium admission includes a complimentary admission to t
SYMPOSIUM will be held at the Art
Gallery of
Ontario, Jackman Hall, 317 Dundas St West,
Image
Show!
Toronto, SATURDAY, April 26th from 10:00AM – 4:00PM
e Symposium will be held at Jackman Hall of the Art Gallery of Ontario on Saturday, A
IMAGE SHOW held at the Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 101, 3850 Lakeshore Blvd. West,
the 26th from 10am-4pm.
Toronto, SUNDAY, April 27th from 10:00AM – 3:00PM
e Image Show will be held at the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 101, 3850 Lakeshore B
INFORMATION
AND DETAILS
ARE the
AVAILABLE
ON OUR
WEB SITE – WWW.PHSC.CA
on Sunday,
April
27th from
10am-3pm.

mposium admission and more details can be found on our website, www.phsc
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THIS NEWSLETTER
Current Events

Want Ads…

STEPHEN BULGER GALLERY

For Sale
Large selection of cabinet cards,
CDVs, lantern slides, stereoviews,
dags & ambrotypes, tin-types, real
photo postcards, viewmaster
reels, stanhopes, sports memorabilia etc. Email your interests to
Les Jones: lesjones@ca.inter.net

ANDRÉ KERTÉSZ Places and
Things highlights Kertész's ability to
create a still life and capture interiors that not only illustrate the lives of
their inhabitants but also reflect his
own state of mind. This exhibition
will include some of the most recognized photographs from the history
of the medium, alongside wonderful
examples previously unseen, directly from the archives of his Estate.
January 25 – February 22, 2014.
1026 Queen Street West, Toronto.

Wanted

GEH Looking for
Antique Plate Holders

RYERSON IMAGE CENTRE
Robert Burley: the Disappearance
of Darkness examines both the
dramatic and historical demise of
film-manufacturing facilities and
industrial darkrooms. Starts
January 22, 2014. Free Admission,
33 Gould St., Toronto. See www.
ryerson.ca/ric/

Wanted
Well-heeled private collector will
pay CASH for your photographic
collections and estates. Nothing
too big or too small. Contact John
Kantymir at 905-371-0111 or
Niagaracc@gmail.com.

CITY OF TORONTO ARCHIVES
Life on the Grid: 100 years of
street photography in Toronto.

With images ranging from the accidental to the deliberate, this exhibit
highlights the wide variety of street
photography in the holdings of the
City of Toronto Archives. Until May,
2014. 255 Spadina Rd., Monday to
Friday 9 AM to 4.30 PM.

LES JONES

“A remarkable achievement and
the first Canadian coffee-table
book on The Beautiful Game”

canadiansoccerstories.com

Mark Osterman of George Eastman
House writes:
We are looking for 4x5 glass negative holders for the gelatin dry plate
workshops held at George Eastman
House in Rochester, NY. Contact
me if you have any to spare.
Mark Osterman: mosterman@geh.org

RYERSON IMAGE CENTRE
Phil Bergerson: Emblems and
Remnants of the American Dream
Since 1995, Canadian photographer
Phil Bergerson has made dozens of
extended road-trips, criss-crossing
the United States in search of the
‘American Dream.’ Starts January
22, 2014. Free Admission, 33
Gould St., Toronto. See www.
ryerson.ca/ric/

by PHSC's own

More info and how to order at:

THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM

Wildlife Photographer of the
Year, This internationally renowned
photography competition celebrates nature and wildlife featuring
100 breathtaking photos selected
from over 43,000 entries from
around the world Until March 23,
2014. Centre Block, Level 3, 100
Queen's Park, Toronto.

“SOCCER: CANADA’S
NATIONAL SPORT”

Wanted
Bicycle & Motorcycle photography
– all related items. Contact Lorne
Shields, P.O. Box 87588, 300 John
St. P.O., Thornhill, ON., L3T 7R3,
lorne-shields@rogers.com

An entertaining, over-sized publication covering 150 years of soccer in
Canada

Mark your Calendars for the

" BI G ONE !"

PHSC Spring Fair

Sunday, May 25, 2014
at the Soccer Centre, Toronto
Wanted
Omega D-2 enlarger part: 2¾" lens
cone & disc, email David Bridge at
david@dfable.com.

Vancouver Camera
Show and Swap Meet

Toronto Spring
Camerama Show

Cameron Rec. Centre

Days Hotel
& Conference Centre

Sunday, March 30, 2014,
10:00 AM - 3 PM

Sunday, April 24, 2014,
10:00 AM - 4 PM

9523 Cameron at Lougheed Mall,
Burnaby, BC

185 Yorkland Blvd.
Toronto, Ont.
Directions: www.dayshoteltoronto.com
FREE PARKING - ADMISSION $7

FREE PARKING - ADMISSION $5
$15 Early Bird Admission at 9AM
More info email noblexcanada@
shaw.ca
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